Memorandum
From the office of
Chairman Bob Stump
Arizona Corporation Commission
1200 W. WASHINGTON
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
(602) 542-3935
FAX: (602) 542-0752

TO: Docket Control
DATE: July 24, 2013
FROM: Trisha Morgan, Executive Aide
SUBJECT: Comment Letters
Arizona Public Service Company E-01345A-13-0248

Chairman Stump’s office has received 363 significantly identical computer generated email communications regarding net metering. Attached is a sample of the email received. Be advised these letters were not distributed but that they are in the original file in Docket Control and available for your review.
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

marjorie Taylor
310 W Campbell Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85013-2919
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am extremely unhappy with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I regard this situation to be due in large part to APS's historic inability to explore viable alternatives to nuclear and hydrocarbon-fired power plants. I note that APS executives are some of the highest paid in the State and they should be held accountable for this mismanagement.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Robert Crouch
318 E Kaler Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85020-4048
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Robert Mark
3644 N Stone Crest St
Flagstaff, AZ 86004-6811
(928) 526-3625
Trisha A. Morgan

From: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of Deborah Brady <debi359@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 12:04 PM
To: Stump-Web
Subject: Stand up for Arizona's solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Deborah Brady
4709 N 10th St
Phoenix, AZ 85014-3627
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Thom Stanley
10880 E Oak Creek Cir
Cornville, AZ 86325-5813
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Duisberg
2127 E Hawthorne St
Tucson, AZ 85719-4939
(520) 881-1090
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Mike Mountjoy
838 Van Buren St
Herndon, VA 20170-4653
(703) 437-1252
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

Arizona should be the nation's leader in solar energy, given that it is our most abundant renewable resource. Thus I am disturbed by the recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Roy Emrick  
2220 N Norton Ave  
Tucson, AZ 85719-3831  
(520) 326-7883
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Leroy Humphries
8215 N Oracle Rd Apt 210
Tucson, AZ 85704-6452
(520) 498-9989
From: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of Sukari Smith <sukarismith@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 12:04 PM
To: Stump-Web
Subject: Stand up for Arizona's solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Sukari Smith
1318 Century Hall
Mesa, AZ 85212
(562) 786-1786
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jason Davis
PO Box 395
Montebello, CA 90640-0395
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Amin Gani
3616 W Fairview Ln
Chandler, AZ 85226-4956
(480) 406-2800
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Janice Fontana  
25 Cedar Ct  
Sedona, AZ 86351-8841  
(928) 300-7916
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Wayne Johnson
6386 W Greenbriar Dr
Glendale, AZ 85308-3610
(602) 843-7600
From: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of David Van En <davevanen@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 12:04 PM
To: Stump-Web
Subject: Stand up for Arizona’s solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

David Van En
608 N 73rd Pl
Scottsdale, AZ 85257-4231
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Riz Hyder  
3210 N 108th Ln  
Avondale, AZ 85392-4038  
(702) 838-1000
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Lynette Murphy
991 E Divot Dr
Tempe, AZ 85283-4751
(480) 820-2844
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

Arizona should be the solar capital of the world.

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Ruth Zemek
3303 E Clarendon Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85018-5709
(602) 956-3128
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Wyatt Lupton  
2354 W University Dr Apt 2177  
Mesa, AZ 85201-5271  
(970) 769-4045
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Brady Huang
4041 E Hopi Ave
Mesa, AZ 85206-3267
(480) 773-3589
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Elena Lira
1417 E Colter St Apt 15
Phoenix, AZ 85014-3052
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jaime Gonzalez
4425 N 78th St Apt 277b
Scottsdale, AZ 85251-2509
(480) 580-6960
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Joseph O’Boyle
PO Box 2783
Sedona, AZ 86339-2783
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Susan Mcclees
923 W Turney Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85013-2832
(602) 266-6385
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Sandra Dryden
5400 W Placita De La Promesa
Tucson, AZ 85745-9540
(520) 743-9428
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

As an APS customer, and someone who recently installed a Solar City panel array on our roof, I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jeff McMahon
624 W 17th Pl
Tempe, AZ 85281-6519
(480) 298-9788
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Sharon Forbes
15915 W Quail Brush Ln
Surprise, AZ 85374-6114
(623) 544-8721
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Maxx Patterson
1242 W 9th St
Tempe, AZ 85281-5306
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Scott Bowerman
836 W Earl Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85013-4022
(602) 485-5515
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Gloria Johns
PO Box 1319
Pinon, AZ 86510-1319
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Diane Kreschollek
11068 E Jasmine Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85255-2417
(480) 734-0841
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Mcnamara
1218 1/2 S. Roosevelt St
Tempe, AZ 85281
(480) 557-6883
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Kevin Hengehold
1445 E Almeria Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85006-2246
(513) 515-5745
Trisha A. Morgan

From: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of Sandy Kravetz <snjkravetz@cox.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 12:04 PM
To: Stump-Web
Subject: Stand up for Arizona's solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Sandy Kravetz
5430 E Mercer Ln
Scottsdale, AZ 85254-4736
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Mehgan Moore
7332 N 11th Pl
Phoenix, AZ 85020-5018
(602) 434-1719
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Paul Hirt
2078 E Balboa Dr
Tempe, AZ 85282-4005
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Sally Ronning
1742 W Citrus Way
Phoenix, AZ 85015-2075
(623) 760-8122
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Dawn McDonald
3236 N 26th Pl
Phoenix, AZ 85016-7432
(602) 957-8836
I am very concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Richard Santos
110 Mitchell Dr
Sedona, AZ 86336-5227
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

David Angus
1560 E Dava Dr
Tempe, AZ 85283-5113
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Mary Stock
17 W Vernon Ave
Unit 314
Phoenix, AZ 85003-0006
From: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of Alyce Luff <alyceel@cox.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 11:34 AM
To: Stump-Web
Subject: Stand up for Arizona's solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Alyce Luff
6807 W Skylark Dr
Glendale, AZ 85308-8909
(623) 825-4640
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Stephen Brittle
6205 S 12th St
Phoenix, AZ 85042-4327
(602) 268-6110
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Letitia Grimes
PO Box 1049
Ojai, CA 93024-1049
(805) 646-4528
From: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of Julie Anand <janand@asu.edu>

Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 11:34 AM

To: Stump-Web

Subject: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of Julie Anand <janand@asu.edu>

Stand up for Arizona’s solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid. Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Julie Anand
1556 E Cheery Lynn Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85014-5673
(505) 266-3622
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Daniel Fox
1840 W Emelita Ave Apt 2103
Mesa, AZ 85202-4044
(931) 551-6126
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Paul Rosenfeld
2050 W State Route 89a Lot 13
Cottonwood, AZ 86326-4651
(928) 646-7210
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Denise Hudson
4509 N Mountain Meadow Dr
Flagstaff, AZ 86004-2321
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am VERY concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

I personally have a goal to use solar energy on my property in the next few years and without net metering, this might not be financially feasible.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment AND our economy!!! With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Donald Lambert
PO Box 1051
Pine, AZ 85544-1051
(928) 476-4090
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Walter Taylor
3980 N Colton Ranch Rd
Flagstaff, AZ 86001-9319
(928) 774-2413
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

Dear sir or ma'am:

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Very Respectfully,

Joe V Carpenter III

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Joe Carpenter
1831 E Lexington Ave
Gilbert, AZ 85234-6125
(480) 497-0843
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Craig Kreschollek
11068 E Jasmine Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85255-2417
(480) 563-7589
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Kevin Revie
1215 W 11th St
Tempe, AZ 85281-5327
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Michael Brandt
716 W Posada Ave
Mesa, AZ 85210-8338
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Lindsey Burke
1328 E Hall St
Tempe, AZ 85281-4319
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

John Schampel
52 E Vernon Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85004-1337
(480) 444-8868
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Melvin Greer
4916 W Cholla St
Glendale, AZ 85304-2810
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Richard D'Arcangelo
8887 E Fairway Groves Dr
Tucson, AZ 85730-5740
(520) 546-5734
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Marvel Stalcup
25 Sierra Roja Cir
Sedona, AZ 86351-9530
(928) 284-3399
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

WHAT YOU ARE PROPOSING IS UNFORGIVABLE! ESPECIALLY EVEN CONSIDERING TAKING AWAY NET METERING, WHICH ENSURES THAT CONSUMERS RECEIVE RELIABLE, FAIR COMPENSATION FOR ELECTRICITY THEY PROVIDE TO THE GRID!

I DEMAND THAT YOU NOT LIMIT THE ABILITY OF CITIZENS OF ARIZONA TO TAKE CONTROL OF THEIR OWN ENERGY CHOICES!

YOU ARE NOT GOD, SO STOP ACTING AS IF YOU WERE!

THE PEOPLE OF ARIZONA WANT NET METERING. DO NOT BETRAY THEM!!!!

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Lee Stanfield
6231 E 15th St
Tucson, AZ 85711-4607
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Judith Shaw
20 N 350th Ave
Tonopah, AZ 85354-7448
(623) 386-3887
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona!

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Annette Hornung
4118 E Pasadena Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85018-1619
(928) 310-1916
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

James Sheridan
9080 E Indian Canyon Rd
Tucson, AZ 85749-9404
(520) 749-0681
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

A letter to customers from Barbara Lockwood, General Manager of APS Energy Innovation did not adequately explain the company's reasoning. It just said this step is fair to all customers Without proving her point.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Joyce Enterline
3395 N 150th Dr
Goodyear, AZ 85395-8683
(623) 536-5633
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Keith Hastings
17006 E Nicklaus Dr
Fountain Hills, AZ 85268-6225
(480) 816-9462
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Dominic Mcgrath
2916 E 3rd St
Tucson, AZ 85716-4123
(520) 322-9145
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

We installed solar panels on our home this last year and part of our decision was that we would get credit for the additional energy generated by our panels. We even put up extra ones for that purpose. It will be very disappointing to us if this policy is reversed and would feel like a betrayal of the trust we put into the process of committing to solar energy as a personal contribution to providing sufficient energy to all of us.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Richard Pitcairn
1865 Gun Fury Rd
Sedona, AZ 86336-3948
(928) 203-1095
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Robert Silverstein
3 Burlinghoff Ln
Lebanon, NJ 08833-4383
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

This is a form letter provided by Environment Arizona, but I have included my own thoughts in the first paragraph. Please do not dismiss this as just another vote for beating-up APS.

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid. Although, I understand that the compensation that they do receive is at a higher rate than is purchased from other sources. That part does seem unfair to APS. Perhaps this could be addressed.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Sharon Epperson
3108 N Seneca Ct
Chandler, AZ 85224-1383
(480) 491-8244
From: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of Mary Anne Weidner <maryweidner@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 11:34 AM

To: Stump-Web
Subject: Stand up for Arizona's solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Mary Anne Weidner
19054 N 13th St
Phoenix, AZ 85024-2379
(623) 582-4219
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jane Chischilly
PO Box 1285
Bisbee, AZ 85603-2285
(520) 236-9300
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona. Arizona needs to be a part of the energy future that brings options to residents rather than forcing use of old corporate technology highly dependent on coal pollution & nuclear waste.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Levi Mason
5121 N Stetson Dr
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314-4326
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

If you want to end some programs how about ending the 10 billion a year in oil subsidies for corporation bring in over 100 million in net profit

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Mark Fleming
4728 E Seneca St
Tucson, AZ 85712-2728
(520) 245-7032
From: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of Lisa Dollinger <Idolling@u.arizona.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 11:34 AM
To: Stump-Web
Subject: Stand up for Arizona’s solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Lisa Dollinger
2916 E 3rd St
Tucson, AZ 85716-4123
(520) 603-3659
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I'm a local business owner in Phoenix and own a home equipped with solar power equipment. I've recently been informed by APS that because my home is solar powered, I'll actually have to pay more to APS in the near future. This is, frankly, an outrage. I've added solar power to my home for environmental benefit and for the promise of lowering my electricity bills through lowered consumption of APS generated electricity.

It is clear that APS is attempting to force further dependence on their service by attempting to find a way to discourage the public from going solar.

I've had enough of highly prosperous corporations making decisions that are simply bad for the public for the sake of making MORE profit. And, I'm tired of our leadership letting them do so. I ask you to, please, do the right thing and tell their lobby to take a hike.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Kelly Aubey
90 W Virginia Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85003-1000
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Adele Sands
335 Color Cove Rd
Sedona, AZ 86336-3631
(928) 203-1046
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jason Michael Walker
6920 S 74th Ln
Laveen, AZ 85339-5093
(602) 690-9929
Trisha A. Morgan

From: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of Mary Johnson 
<arizonafixit@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 11:34 AM
To: Stump-Web
Subject: Stand up for Arizona’s solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Mary Johnson
512 W Cambridge Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85003-1007
(602) 631-9396
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

MARTIN BIRRITTELLA
200 Lewis Way
Sedona, AZ 86336-6607
(928) 254-0065
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Doug Reithmann
31116 N 134th Dr
Peoria, AZ 85383-7888
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Richard Whitehouse
620 S Chippewa Dr
Chandler, AZ 85224-7564
(480) 917-9898
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Solar energy is very important to the future of our state, and we expect strong leadership from you, and all the utilities, in supporting its quick adoption.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Kevin Dahl
1609 E Spring St
Tucson, AZ 85719-3332
(520) 881-0807
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Randy Chandler
PO Box 3382
Prescott, AZ 86302-3382
(928) 848-0711
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Cathy Perez
301 W South Mountain Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85041-8106
I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Heather Alexander
10250 E Olla Ave
Mesa, AZ 85212-2379
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

Sunshine is Arizona’s greatest natural resource; let’s use it. I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

John Nickum
16201 E Keymar Dr
Fountain Hills, AZ 85268-2742
Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Valerie Strahl
PO Box 3475
Sedona, AZ 86340-3475
(928) 282-5472
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

Don't let special interests stop the development of solar power in AZ!

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Guy Turck
900 Andante Dr
Sedona, AZ 86336-3152
(307) 224-4992
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Michael Moffatt
2906 S Dromedary Dr
Tempe, AZ 85282-3617
(480) 831-1544
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

james bgishop
PO Box 2917
Sedona, AZ 86339-2917
(928) 300-1301
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Marita Nickerson
406 E Fillmore St
Tempe, AZ 85281-1116
(480) 945-2516
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

As an Arizona rooftop solar energy producer, I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Response requested. Thanks.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Rep. Daniel R. Patterson (fmr)
PO Box 172
Tucson, AZ 85702-0172
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Kristin Williamson
4131 N 24th St
Phoenix, AZ 85016-6262
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Devi DeLavie
2335 N Amorie Dr
Camp Verde, AZ 86322-4938
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Lootens
5551 W 6th St Apt 3121
Los Angeles, CA 90036-7509
(917) 331-2104
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Rossi
27280 E. Mountain Sky Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85048
From: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of Debi Mohan <dmohan@bridgepointhealth.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 11:34 AM
To: Stump-Web
Subject: Stand up for Arizona's solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid. It's not like you don't have or receive a lot of sun!!!

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Debi Mohan
420 Eglinton Ave
Miami, FL 33199-0001
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Sarah McLean
PO Box 1178
Sedona, AZ 86339-1178
(928) 204-0067
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Chris Drumright
1434 E Main St Apt 26
Murfreesboro, TN 37130-4068
(615) 890-3035
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Steve Lafleur
2180 W View Dr
Prescott, AZ 86305-7511
(928) 636-4863
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Juliet Pearson
18734 Bambi Ct
Grass Valley, CA 95949-8921
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Mary Ownby
3001 E Seneca St
Tucson, AZ 85716-3024
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

Arizona should become a world leader in solar panel installation. We have an abundance of sunshine and serious concerns as the planet heats up due to fossil fuel use. This is a no-brainer, folks. We should support every angle to put more solar panels on homes in Arizona.

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Rita Rubin
132 Park Ave
Prescott, AZ 86303-3635
(928) 778-6732
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Sam Coodley
315 S Cortez St
Prescott, AZ 86303-7300
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Sarah King
2655 N Sandstone Way
Flagstaff, AZ 86004-7633
(928) 266-0475
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Dianne Douglas
2723 E Valencia Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85042-7082
(602) 268-7065
Stand up for Arizona’s solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Nancy Testa
4906 N 76th Pl
Scottsdale, AZ 85251-1507
(480) 219-3395
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Maryon Rocha
410 N Grande Ave Apt 113
Tucson, AZ 85745-2782
(520) 272-9607
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Noah Dray
2130 E 10th St
Tucson, AZ 85719-5926
(520) 465-2559
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Arthur Glenberg
6695 S Rockford Dr
Tempe, AZ 85283-3340
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Janet Nakolan  
2762 E Rock Wren Rd  
Phoenix, AZ 85048-8933  
(480) 592-6907
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Eric Gleason
8543 E Bonita Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85250-7415
(480) 243-5282
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Loraine Zagula
1613 E Adelaide Dr
Tucson, AZ 85719-2721
(520) 327-7587
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Lori Crowe
3360 S Gillenwater Dr
Flagstaff, AZ 86005-8947
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jose Sosa
816 E Cambridge Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85006-1024
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Gail Sikes
6541 E Hubble
Scottsdale, AZ 85257
(480) 990-7749
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am a Northern California transplant, 11 years in Arizona, I have been concerned about the environment for a very long time. I have been so proud of my new home state being progressive and forward-thinking about solar. Residents of this state have such an opportunity to go solar and reduce pollution. Listen to what taxpayers and people in this state want, not what APS wants. I am a homeowner and taxpayer, I want solar to stay.

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Julie Johnson
1746 N 15th Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85007-1616
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

It doesn’t take much thought to know that the best thing to do in Arizona is to harvest the sunlight of the sun. Growing solar is also helping with supplying jobs! Jo Behrman

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jo Behrman
8549 E Tanque Verde Rd
Tucson, AZ 85749-8917
Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007  

Dear Mr. Stump,

As a Small businessman, I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Lane Garrett, P.E., C.E.M.  
8502 E Cactus Wren Rd  
Scottsdale, AZ 85250-4907  
(480) 948-0912
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jim And Elaine Stack
1070 E Jupiter Pl
Chandler, AZ 85225-8924
(480) 659-5513
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Patricia Bauer
13506 E Onyx Ct
Scottsdale, AZ 85259-5410
(480) 551-6970
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Helena Bacellar
303 Prickly Pear Ln
Sedona, AZ 86336-7411
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Judy Roads Pickrell
4045 E 4th St
Tucson, AZ 85711-1935
(520) 323-3642
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Allen
8945 E Pershing Ave
Scottsdale, AZ 85260-7612
(480) 860-6012
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Susan Garrett
PO Box 1402
Green Valley, AZ 85622-1402
(520) 393-0577
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Colette Taglieri
13555 N Red Hill Rd
Marana, AZ 85653-9153
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Ashley Hinshaw
2014 N 80th Pl
Scottsdale, AZ 85257-2802
(480) 947-9440
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Reginald Barker
2938 E 17th St
Tucson, AZ 85716-5644
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Henry Brodkin
3050 E Carr Canyon Rd
Hereford, AZ 85615-9652
(520) 803-9700
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Mary Helen Labadie  
5415 E Calle Redonda  
Phoenix, AZ 85018-4539  
(602) 840-9456
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jean Woodring
6714 W Monterey Way
Phoenix, AZ 85033-5655
(623) 873-2112
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

James MacKenzie
11220 N 44th Pl
Phoenix, AZ 85028-3011
(602) 996-6603
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Marcy Nathan
566 W Riverdale Ct
Green Valley, AZ 85614-3524
(520) 432-6990
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

David Christiana  
1238 E Royal Palm Cir  
Phoenix, AZ 85020-3886
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Melanie Meyers
4458 E Lester St
Tucson, AZ 85712-3418
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Ke Chiang Hsieh
4443 E Burns St
Tucson, AZ 85711-2934
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Edward Pasanen
302 E Papago Dr
Flagstaff, AZ 86005-6515
(928) 779-1914
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

In the face of global warming, utilities must recognize that Arizona’s leadership in particular must protect incentives to transition to solar energy. If utilities are to get some relief from net energy metering, it should be temporary and conditional on an increasing percentage of their energy production being solar.

With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Niles And Marielyn White
618 S Macdonald
Mesa, AZ 85210-2438
(480) 964-4953
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Yocham
17 W Vernon Ave Unit 508
Phoenix, AZ 85003-0009
(602) 795-9692
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Lori Girshick
2653 N Platina
Mesa, AZ 85215-3511
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jolena Straight
1300 W Coy Dr
Flagstaff, AZ 86005-8510
(928) 607-8054
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Dianne Douglas
2723 E Valencia Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85042-7082
(602) 268-7065
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Barbara DeDecker
1242 W 9th St
Tempe, AZ 85281-5306
(480) 636-6364
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Veronica Mete
1940 W Fairmount Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85015-5306
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Pascal Taylor
1900 E Apache Blvd
Tempe, AZ 85281-7503
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Henry Khachaturian
7019 E Sheena Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85254-3444
(480) 235-8861
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Scott Sadik
2540 E Glenrosa Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85016-5610
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Mark Battiste
427 SW 41st St
Gainesville, FL 32607-2791
(352) 376-2553
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Mason Quick
1628 E 10th St
Tucson, AZ 85719-5916
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Linda Hirsch
2330 N Edgemere St
Phoenix, AZ 85006-1708
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Margaret Donnelly
1406 E Brill St
Phoenix, AZ 85006-2999
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Miriam Huber
2817 E Linden St
Tucson, AZ 85716-3049
(520) 326-5754
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Andrea Golfen
1102 W Clarendon Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85013-3328
(480) 326-4887
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jp Jarczyk
3033 N Sparkman Blvd
Tucson, AZ 85716-1608
From: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of Helena Durrenberger <hjd1971@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 1:04 PM
To: Stump-Web
Subject: Stand up for Arizona's solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I do not completely understand the proposal by Arizona Public Service in regards to net metering. It may be a burden to the service companies to provide, install, and meter solar power, but it seems like the proposal they are suggesting will hinder the progress that has been made towards solar power. There has to be a way to find a middle ground where we can find effectively and efficiently provide power to our homes with clean energy such as solar, and at the same time keep businesses like APS and SPR functional. I am not a business woman, but I believe that there is a creative mind out there that can figure this out for the benefit for all, even if there have to be compromises on both sides.

As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid. Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices. I do not currently have solar energy, and changes in policies may prevent me from further exploring it as a viable option.

I urge you to consider all the ramifications of these laws before changes are made to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Helena Durrenberger
711 W 17th Pl
Tempe, AZ 85281-6515
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Matt Swanson
1010 N Jones Blvd
Tucson, AZ 85716-4203
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Ellen Welty
2618 S Juniper St
Tempe, AZ 85282-2759
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Robert Stahl
2201 N Central Ave Apt 9f
Phoenix, AZ 85004-1494
(801) 360-0037
Stump-Web
Stand up for Arizona’s solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Cindy Castillo
125 N 18th St Apt 227
Phoenix, AZ 85034-1259
(928) 257-7619
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Al Bolding
250 E Betsy Ct
Gilbert, AZ 85296-4079
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Kevin Crowley
2530 N Evergreen St
Phoenix, AZ 85006-1132
(602) 653-5103
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Monefeldt
16020 W Verbena Ln
Surprise, AZ 85374-6120
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Kindra Collins  
2421 W Citrus Way  
Phoenix, AZ 85015-1812  
(602) 277-0654
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Cal Lash
3145 E Chandler Blvd # 110-444
Phoenix, AZ 85048-8702
(602) 316-1755
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Candace Wilkinson
1244 W Solano Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85013-1650
(602) 242-7613
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Victor Ong
6701 N Waycross Rd
Tucson, AZ 85743-9769
(520) 744-4211
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Liz Herman
10 Elizabeth St
Bethel, CT 06801-2100
(203) 748-4447
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Linda Bescript  
8882 E Maxwell Dr  
Tucson, AZ 85747-5187
Dear Mr. Stump,

I was so pleased to put solar panels on my roof in central Phoenix earlier this year. It just made sense to do it—contribute to renewable energy, and lower my bills at same time. The cost factor—particularly running my meter backwards into APS—was the clinching factor for my decision to do it.

That's why I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona. Otherwise the incentive for homeowners like me to add solar to our systems will be eradicated for the many people who are now encouraged to join us in improving our energy efficiency.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Kristin Koptiuch
1311 E Edgemont Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85006-1106
(602) 463-4742
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Donna Blumenfeld
1707 N 16th Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85007-1621
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Haines
950 S.Terrace Rd Apt#D268
Los Angeles, CA 90036
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Robin Postel
642 E Malibu Dr
Tempe, AZ 85282-5308
(480) 968-0573
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Francisco Jaime
1402 W Ajo Way
Tucson, AZ 85713-5756
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Wayne Beck
373 E Coronado Rd Unit 8
Phoenix, AZ 85004-1526
(602) 258-4511
Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007  

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Will Bradley  
920 S Wilson St  
Tempe, AZ 85281-5989
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Melissa Milloy
7119 N 15th St
Phoenix, AZ 85020-5415
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

Solar is such an incredibly obvious fit for Arizona and where to get its power. I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid. Why aren't we doing everything possible to make solar power real rather than putting up roadblocks? Please use the power of your commission to make it happen!

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Tricia Gerrodette
3327 Eagle Ridge Dr
Sierra Vista, AZ 85650-6631
234
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Cynthia & Harper Johnson
1545 E Linda Vista Dr
Flagstaff, AZ 86004-1737
(928) 226-9899

Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of Cynthia & Harper Johnson <cynthiaj96@mail.com>
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Linda Schilling
937 W Hermosa Dr
Tempe, AZ 85282-4706
(480) 390-6077
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Cindy Castillo
125 N 18th St Apt 227
Phoenix, AZ 85034-1259
(928) 257-7619
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Stephen Caniglia
334 E Medlock Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85012-1511
(602) 283-5724
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007  

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Rick Burch  
5244 E Barwick Dr  
Cave Creek, AZ 85331-2400  
(480) 272-6672
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Avi Henn
803 W Grand Canyon Ave
Flagstaff, AZ 86001-5414
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Erika Fernandez
722 N Richey Blvd
Tucson, AZ 85716-4618
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Yuri Bahti
1427 E Oregon Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85014-3038
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

James Amodeo
1661 Leisure World
Mesa, AZ 85206-2322
(480) 325-0467
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Laurel Watson
43522 W Kristal Ln
Maricopa, AZ 85138-5627
(520) 568-7847
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Emmerich Knonpl
76 W Lewis Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85003-1037
Just as you requested, I am including a copy of the email sent to you on behalf of Jared West.

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jared West
1113 W Shumway Farm Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85041-6736
(602) 402-8716
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona. We have solar electric and solar hot water. We end up getting a check from TriCo every year and we are saving a lot on our electric bill by using solar for our electric needs.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Kate Ravenstein
6984 E Camino Del Toro
Sahuarita, AZ 85629-9182
(520) 762-9454
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Heath Lesjak
1522 E Southern Ave
Tempe, AZ 85282-5689
(480) 442-2675
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Donna Anello
2421 W Placita Mateo
Tucson, AZ 85745-1364
(520) 622-8649
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Aaron Bae
1600 W La Jolla Dr Apt 2076
Tempe, AZ 85282-4465
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Michael Jacobs
79 W Holly St
Phoenix, AZ 85003-1114
(602) 258-7895
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Mark Apel
PO Box 513
Bisbee, AZ 85603-0513
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Liz Herman
10 Elizabeth St
Bethel, CT 06801-2100
(203) 748-4447
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Stuart Tuttle
3391 S Gillenwater Dr
Flagstaff, AZ 86005-8983
(928) 779-5466
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jack Hanblet
717 E Monte Vista Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85006-2107
(480) 440-0617
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Lisa Chapman
116 E Helena Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85022-1823
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Hugh Mc Dowell
527 W 14th St
Tempe, AZ 85281-5439
(480) 967-2341
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Robert Wack
105 E Mountain Morning Dr
Tucson, AZ 85704-7309
(520) 696-0791
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Adam Barnett
137008 N Fountain Hills Blvd. Apt 318
Fountain Hills, AZ 85268
(480) 395-9558
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Ruth Bescript
8882 E Maxwell Dr
Tucson, AZ 85747-5187
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Larry Orzechowski
2835 E Sylvia St
Phoenix, AZ 85032-7132
Trisha A. Morgan

From: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of David Bolen <dbolen@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 5:46 PM
To: Stump-Web
Subject: Stand up for Arizona’s solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am one of the many who have installed and used solar panels. Needless to say, I’m concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. This program is important in inducing new participants in the important task of being stewards of the earth. Net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

David Bolen
1513 E Edgemont Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85007
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Beverly Janowitz-Price
3020 N 14th St
Phoenix, AZ 85014-5620
(602) 265-0101
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to limit the incentive to use solar power in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS to limit net metering is bad for individual Arizonans as well as the environment.

Take the long view and do what's right for future generations in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Dean Roskosz
1425 E McLellan Blvd
Phoenix, AZ 85014-1412
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

As a solar owner, I am concerned with recent proposals by APS to take away my rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Erika Beardslee
2201 W Cheery Lynn Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85015-5706
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Doug Johnson
4225 N 42nd St
Phoenix, AZ 85018-4207
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Linda Donner
5117 N 83rd St
Scottsdale, AZ 85250-7303
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Linda Donner
5117 N 83rd St
Scottsdale, AZ 85250-7303
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Linda Donner
5117 N 83rd St
Scottsdale, AZ 85250-7303
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Julija Merljak
18 Rooibekkie St.
Fairplay, CO 80440
(732) 774-2899
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Frank Thody
1481 E Dana Pl
Chandler, AZ 85225-2021
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

James Etheridge
3304 N Geronimo Ave
Tucson, AZ 85705-3945
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Michael Prete
1515 E Edison St
Tucson, AZ 85719-3609
(520) 325-4885
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Logan
2551 E Fountain St
Mesa, AZ 85213-5308
(480) 264-4761
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Ryan Furcini
184 E Vista Del Cerro Dr
Tempe, AZ 85281-6642
(480) 266-1095
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona. I believe it is worth the cost for the utility to subsidize solar energy by allowing the net metering to continue. Let’s make renewable energies happen. Where is a better place for solar than Arizona?

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Keith Wetzol
1237 E Dailey St
Phoenix, AZ 85022-4476
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Mary Korsholm
450 Mountain Shadows Dr
Sedona, AZ 86336-4623
(928) 282-1294
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jason Giesey
92 W Los Arboles Dr
Tempe, AZ 85284-2227
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Howard Johnson
2329 N Recker Rd Unit 49
Mesa, AZ 85215-2759
(480) 202-2445
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Bob Neuzil
1421 S Dodge St
Gilbert, AZ 85233-8417
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Promoting solar energy helps satisfy peak daytime power demands, making fewer new power plants needed. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jens Larson
745 E Granada Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85006-2149
(602) 253-4557
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Sally R. Day
3006 E 1st St
Tucson, AZ 85716-4107
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Robert Huber
702 Garfield Ave
Valparaiso, IN 46383-5075
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Peter Newton
901 E Van Buren St Apt 2039
Phoenix, AZ 85006-4031
(602) 332-3517
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

James Mitchell
5604 N 12th Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85013-1718
(480) 773-9707
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

ACC should be promoting and facilitating solar, not rolling Arizona back into the Dark Ages.

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Gary Beverly
PO Box 176
Chino Valley, AZ 86323-0176
(928) 636-2638
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Carole Piszczek
PO Box 4388
Sedona, AZ 86340-4388
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Judy Whitehouse
4843 E Coronado Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85008-4215
(602) 267-7655
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Pamela Perry
304 W Coolidge St
Phoenix, AZ 85013-2713
(602) 279-6250
From: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of Paul Falsone <pfalsone@hotmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 4:14 PM

To: Stump-Web

Subject: Stand up for Arizona’s solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Paul Falsone
1820 E Bell De Mar Dr Apt 263
Tempe, AZ 85283-5744
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Amanda Hafner
9594 Butler Rd
Snowflake, AZ 85937-5703
(928) 536-2503
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Matthew Kaplan
2639 E 8th St
Tucson, AZ 85716-4709
(520) 647-2710
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Roben Hand
8106 N 11th St
Phoenix, AZ 85020-3712
(602) 242-0558
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Mike Davis
PO Box 10337
Prescott, AZ 86304-0337
(928) 254-0775
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

John M. Franklin
415 W Palomino Dr
Tempe, AZ 85284-5203
(480) 785-9637
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

Having sold land to the windmill developers in California over a 15 year period, I am well aware of the machinations of the energy companies to undermine the rights of green developers. Their economic power vastly outranks that of the green companies. They are also subsidized by the oil energy. Need I say more?

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Mary Elizabeth Anderson
4966 W Black Stallion Dr
Prescott, AZ 86305-4569
(928) 778-6719
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona. I want to install solar on my house and will fight for policies that make that easier and more affordable!

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Steven Swink
1832 Concorda
Tempe, AZ 85282
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Albert Sterman
2849 E 8th St
Tucson, AZ 85716-5201
(520) 327-0241
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Sally Baker
716 E Bow Maker Trl
Cottonwood, AZ 86326-4992
(928) 634-8829
Stand up for Arizona’s solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

David Kennedy
8620 N 6th Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85021-4504
(602) 870-4308
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

As a small business owner passionate about an economically healthier Arizona, I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. Net metering is win-win. Apparently Arizona Public Service doesn’t want it, but perhaps APS needs to streamline efficiency rather than campaign against the policy that has most helped Arizona take the lead in solar. We must keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Mike Esser
315 E Mabel St
Tucson, AZ 85705-7454
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. I am a consumer who currently benefits from the net metering program and eliminating this program would essentially end the benefit for me and would discourage other citizens from participating in solar programs.

Arizona is a state that should be a leader in producing solar power and individually owned solar roof collectors are a great way to encourage individual citizens to participate in creating green energy.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona. It would be ridiculous not to do so.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Carla Cotton
5643 S Wilson St
Tempe, AZ 85283-1767
(480) 491-4123
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hirt
65 Courthouse Butte Rd
Sedona, AZ 86351-7762
(928) 284-3367
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Grayson Carter
1602 Palmcroft Dr SW
Phoenix, AZ 85007-1738
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

Our future won’t be very bright without alternative sources of energy. We can’t allow any one source to gain a monopoly. Arizona should take the leadership role in this field, especially given the abundance of sunny days in our state.

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Eric Lind
1010 E Loma Vista Dr
Tempe, AZ 85282-2423
(602) 774-1010
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Brian Clark
2008 N Izabel St
Flagstaff, AZ 86004-4135
(928) 380-1063
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Simone Ossipov
609 E Tulane Dr
Tempe, AZ 85283-1973
(480) 752-2280
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Joe S. Anderson
2646 Nakai Trl
Flagstaff, AZ 86005-3660
(928) 774-4600
Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Joseph Angelo
2820 N Santa Ana Ln
Tucson, AZ 85749-9236
(520) 749-9324
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

Solar power is the smartest and most responsible option for Arizona because it a clean energy source and it will save our economy money over time. I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Sarah Davis
77 W Coolidge St
Phoenix, AZ 85013-2751
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

Arizona is doing something right. Let’s not fall backwards. This is a social, financial and political no-brainer.

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

David Liers
670 W Camino Yucca
Oracle, AZ 85623-7044
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Don Cottrell
9591 E Chuckwagon Ln
Scottsdale, AZ 85262-1131
(480) 595-5026
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Miranda Hantla
4805 S Mill Ave
Tempe, AZ 85282-6722
(480) 383-3740
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Walter Hopkins
19520 N Copper Canyon Ct
Surprise, AZ 85387-7583
(623) 533-3320
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

David Cohen
4 Dockery Dr
West Orange, NJ 07052-3413
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Vibrans
1342 W Emerald Ave Unit 380
Mesa, AZ 85202-3384
(480) 898-8672
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Judy Schmitz
P.O Box
Flagstaff, AZ 86002
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

How will we ever get ahead of the global warming issue if we can’t give new opportunities a leg up, which govt.’s do all the time to get the ball rolling. What gives?

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Todd Cislo
2645 E Matterhorn Dr
Flagstaff, AZ 86004-6802
(928) 527-9720
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Bobbi Steinmetz
2675 W SR 89-A # 1244
Sedona, AZ 86336-5240
(561) 358-1141
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Derrick Douglass
3933 S Queen Palm Dr
Tucson, AZ 85730-3923
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Meredith Campbell
8566 N Coral Ridge Loop
Tucson, AZ 85704-0915
(520) 219-1011
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Andrew Sherk
2545 N 11th St
Phoenix, AZ 85006-1057
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Lori Jamali
1095 W Amanda Ln
Tempe, AZ 85284-3746
(602) 750-6797
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Julie Tharp
1933 E Secretariat Dr
Tempe, AZ 85284-1750
(480) 491-3570
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Trevor Wise
941 W Libra Dr
Tempe, AZ 85283-2726
(520) 909-8461
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Matthew Penrod
520 S Roosevelt St Unit 1006
Tempe, AZ 85281-5465
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Ann Polunsky
7518 N 13th Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85021-8010
(602) 997-0227
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

H Nick Hardy
1512 S Jefferson Ave
Clearwater, FL 33756-2227
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Amanda Larkim
1916 E La Vieve Ln
Tempe, AZ 85284-3447
(480) 809-2212
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Darija Mandic
Setaliste Pet Danica 80
Herceg-Nov, Montenegro-EUROPE, WY 31000-0000
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Rosalie Anderson
3454 E Bunell St
Tucson, AZ 85716-4631
(520) 795-7167
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Janie Smieszek
130 Rio Sinagua
Sedona, AZ 86351-9220
(630) 247-3492
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

To obstruct sustainability is literally destroying us.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Laura Schlegel
5640 W Patterson Ave
Chicago, IL 60634-2755
(773) 286-3199
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Sandra Hopper
7421 S La Rosa Dr
Tempe, AZ 85283-4626
(480) 897-2460
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Clifton Burt
518 E Geneva Dr
Tempe, AZ 85282-3733
(480) 967-6183
Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007  

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Robert OBrien  
60 W Bighorn Ct  
Sedona, AZ 86351-7439
Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Dan Morkert
139 W Myrna Ln
Tempe, AZ 85284-3065
Trisha A. Morgan

From: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of Kelly Boyle
<kellysboyle@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 2:14 PM
To: Stump-Web
Subject: Stand up for Arizona’s solar future

Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Kelly Boyle
25500 River Bend Dr Apt E
Yorba Linda, CA 92887-6258
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. We rank no.1 in the nation proportionate to the population for solar installations. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices. Consider this: if we ever experience cascading blackouts as happened on the West Coast several years ago, only those with solar panels will have electricity and be able to generate it for others.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Cathy Della Penta
452 S. Sunrise Dr
Gilbert, AZ 85233
(480) 545-8528
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I'm dismayed to see the ACC weaken or abandon policies that had set the state on a course toward the further discovery and development and growth of renewable energy sources. I'm writing to urge the Commissioners to deny the APS request for a tax on residential solar installations, and I urge them instead to support rooftop solar and net metering and other policies to place the state back on course toward the development of esp. the solar industry while reducing and eventually abandoning the use of nonrenewable energy sources.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Slaughter  
2626 N Grannen Rd  
Tucson, AZ 85745-9615  
(520) 743-0773
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Alice Yu
31920 124th Ave SE Apt A104d
Auburn, WA 98092-3631
(253) 335-9510
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Raquel Lopez
5731 S 21st Ter
Phoenix, AZ 85040-3449
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Krysia Solheim
1380 Columbine Ave
Boulder, CO 80302-7544
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Frank Pitts
1911 W Ivywood Pl
Oro Valley, AZ 85737-8529
(520) 297-5434
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Christiane Leslie
189 E Los Arcos
Green Valley, AZ 85614-2407
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Malonie Nicols
517 W Oury St Unit 1
Tucson, AZ 85705-7582
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Lonnie Davis-Velez
PO Box 64042
Phoenix, AZ 85082-4042
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Paul Green
4500 W Cortaro Farms Rd
Tucson, AZ 85742-9663
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Daniel Livingston
429 Marswen Ct
Simpsonville, SC 29680-7275
(864) 757-9648
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Valerie Sherrill
6910 Glendale Ave
Boardman, OH 44512-4549
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Christina Crosby
2240 Seminole Blvd
Melbourne, FL 32904-4888
Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007  

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Molly Noone  
2322 N Evergreen St  
Chandler, AZ 85225-3426
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Maria Papadopoulou
Kanigos
Athens, None 10678
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Bojan Savic
2503 E Devonshire Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85016-5663
(602) 957-5452
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Carlo Zucchi  
Via Tettamanti 14  
Como, None 22100
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Barbara Alter
4633 E Emile Zola Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85032-6417
(602) 953-9469
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Williams
5104 E Van Buren St
Phoenix, AZ 85008-7013
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Arthur Baird
160 Red Rock Trl
Sedona, AZ 86336-6858
Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Elaine Herro
6599 N Bethmaur Ln
Milwaukee, WI 53209-3363
(414) 801-1499
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Patrick Mahaney  
1254 W Tulsa St  
Chandler, AZ 85224-4346  
(480) 861-1250
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Ramaprasad Kulkarni
864 E Adams St
Tucson, AZ 85719-4012
(520) 465-3295
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007  

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Dennis Faulkner  
9737 Winter Gardens Blvd Unit 26  
Lakeville, CA 92040-3817  
(619) 390-8952
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Lori Long
1975 E University Dr Apt 360
Tempe, AZ 85281-8706
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Vincent Livernois
1455 E Brentrup Dr
Tempe, AZ 85283-5038
(480) 699-0427
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Joanne Horenstein
11545 N Frank Lloyd Wright Blvd Apt 1048 Scottsdale, AZ 85259-3152
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Hogle
8031 E Timrod St
Tucson, AZ 85710-4118
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Luann Carpino
PO Box 1572
Payson, AZ 85547-1572
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Ann Hoffmann
3719 N 9th Pl
Phoenix, AZ 85014-5011
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Carson Watkinson
2226 N 16th Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85007-1409
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid. We have supported their failed ventures into various schemes (Suncor) and continue to support Palo Verde. Their is no reason for them not to use the one resource we in Arizona have an inexhaustible supply of—the sun.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy—and god only knows, we don’t lead the nation in anything else. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices. Furthermore it may allow APS to develop satellite power distribution within neighborhoods—a technology that is extremely cutting edge and only dreamed of in areas that do not have the advantage we in Arizona have with our available Solar Resources.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Robert Murch
4110 E Elwood St
Phoenix, AZ 85040-1922
Trisha A. Morgan

From: Environment Arizona <action@environmentarizona.org> on behalf of Jeanne Coplen <horsefeathers001@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 10:15 PM
To: Stump-Web
Subject: Stand up for Arizona’s solar future

Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Coplen
822 E Virginia Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85006-1037
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

Being an Arizona native, I recall efforts in the 1970s to advance solar energy. These efforts were unfortunately very short lived. Had they been pursued, we would now be a world leader in this renewable energy source, and our planet and our health would have reaped the benefits.

I am concerned that the misguided business interests of APS will again sabotage advancements. Net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices. I urge you to do what’s right for Arizona citizens and keep policies like net metering in place.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jean Ajamie
5150 N 20th St Unit 207
Phoenix, AZ 85016-4151
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Cindee McMahon  
403 E Glenhaven Dr  
Phoenix, AZ 85048-2061  
(480) 460-6662
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

John Rokas
22168 Schroeder Ave
Eastpointe, MI 48021-4008
(586) 775-0634
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Don Steuter
2508 E Heatherbrae Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85016-5668
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Rumaldo Perez
1435 E Monte Vista Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85006-1754
(602) 339-1073
Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Hanson  
2440 E Pebble Beach Dr  
Tempe, AZ 85282-6037
Jul 24, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Tara Lauzon
2434 E Hazelwood St
Phoenix, AZ 85016-4914
(602) 350-4171
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Deb Kearns
PO Box 1786
Camp Verde, AZ 86322-1786
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007  

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Laura Nye  
5558 N 77th Pl  
Scottsdale, AZ 85250-6525
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Michael Hamermaster
2713 W Ocaso Cir
Mesa, AZ 85202-7802
(480) 752-9966
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

This is a no brainer for the state of Az and for our future generations. Please do the right thing!!!!

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hurley
14820 N Skokie Ct
Phoenix, AZ 85022-3675
(602) 803-3374
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Kim Murphy
64 W Virginia Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85003-1019
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jean Rodine
PO Box 37465
Phoenix, AZ 85069-7465
(602) 999-9999
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Rex Morrison
6526 E Friess Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85254-3324
(602) 321-1969
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices, including option to NOT accept these new 'smart meters'! My personal and property rights are being taken away from me by corporate america! i.e. Arizona Public Service! I'm not allowed to sell power back to the grid because I live in Williams, Arizona! What's with that??

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Marv Mason
PO Box 544
Williams, AZ 86046-0544
(928) 707-0291
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Patricia Cagle
5322 E Peach St
Tucson, AZ 85712-3626
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Barbara Rider
5018 E Windsor Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85008-1635
(602) 840-0325
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I strongly disagree with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away homeowners' solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource.

Current proposals by APS would limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Karen Bruhn
1511 S River Dr
Tempe, AZ 85281-6113
(480) 804-0215
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Adam Shelton
2555 S El Dorado
Mesa, AZ 85202-7307
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Max Sussman
5817 E Justine Rd
Scottsdale, AZ 85254-1830
(602) 451-8722
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

David Simmons
2504 E Granite View Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85048-9061
(480) 699-0079
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Heather Ryan
1821 N 17th Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85007-1605
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

Net metering is essential for a smooth transition to renewable energy and to Arizona's continued leadership in solar power!

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

William R Ferrell
4091 E 3rd St
Tucson, AZ 85711-1901
(520) 795-3166
Dear Mr. Stump,

It is understandable that APS would want to do away with net metering. Net metering has encouraged thousands of Arizonans to put up solar panels, and more solar panels means more KWH produced where they are used, which means fewer KWH purchased from APS.

APS has made a big deal of the math involved in Net Metering, and has attempted to pull the wool over the eyes of policy makers, treating them like simple minded sheep to be manipulated with fancy words, complicated balance sheets, and a veritable slight of hand act.

Here are some simple concepts to keep in mind which will help keep Net Metering in place and thus ensure a fair compensation to those who can afford to go solar.

APS gets to charge 100% of their KWH fee to residents who purchase excess solar energy, yet APS does not have to pay the cost of GENERATION. In effect, APS is gaining this as extra income.

APS does not have to have as many power plants functional during peak times, as even when a residential solar array is incapable of handling high demand (such as during the summer months with high AC usage), the demand on the system is greatly reduced. This leads to lowered maintenance and fuel costs.

Solar power is produced during the day, when demand is peaked. Net Metering provides mostly night time power returned, when demand is lowest. This provides for more even power generation between day and night, allowing for reduced standby demand. (having a power plant online, but not generating, just in case more power is needed during the day.)

Solar power is produced all year long, not just during the summer. Yes, typically, customers utilize their net metering credits during the summer months to combat high power consumption from AC systems... however, a well functioning AC system in an adequately insulated home does not function 100% of the time. Not only are there periods of over generation during the early morning, every moment the AC is not running, the solar system is putting power back into the grid.

When one considers all of the facts involved, APS does not lose money from Net Metering. APS loses money from not selling power to home owners who have Solar power.
APS has a failing business model. Technology has changed, and APS is struggling to keep up. Do not grant them the ability to stagnate the tremendous momentum we have built towards achieving a sustainable energy future for America.

We do not inherit the Earth from our ancestors, we borrow it from our children. Please help ensure there is a future for all our children.

Please keep net metering.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

H.L. Davin Wright
1834 N 17th Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85007-1606
(602) 339-0374
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Shaylene Brueggeft
312 W Nopal Pl
Chandler, AZ 85225-2664
(602) 657-5696
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Alison Massa
564 Stone Dr
Novato, CA 94947-7502
(415) 596-3985
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Richard Coan
2992 W Royal Copeland Dr
Tucson, AZ 85745-1593
(520) 743-7722
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Erv Amdahl
5111 S San Carlos Ave
Sierra Vista, AZ 85650-9325
(520) 803-6562
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Kaiser
16275 N 30th Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85053-3055
(602) 439-8031
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Aimee Acton
1626 W Plana Ave
Mesa, AZ 85202-8037
(480) 766-9554
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Don Register
4766 E 2nd St
Tucson, AZ 85711-1205
(530) 795-3236
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Reinhart
731 Choctaw
Flagstaff, AZ 86001-4051
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Carrie Viers
5038 S Hardy Dr
Tempe, AZ 85282-6626
(337) 967-2213
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Ella Roberts
405 Manzanita Dr
Sedona, AZ 86336-4041
(928) 203-1162
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I grew up in Arizona and as a child was very aware of the possibility of solar power and was excited about the possibility we had as a state to be a leader. Now, 60 plus years later I am disappointed and concerned that we are not taking it as seriously as we should. We need to be doing everything we can to support further development of solar energy for everyone.

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid. I find that when I conserve -- water, electricity, gas, etc. -- I seem to be punished rather than awarded. Why? Discounts and rebates are essential as is net metering.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona. Thank you for taking time to read this and thinking seriously about the consequences of eliminating net metering.

Ms. Catherine Kent

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Catherine Kent
6119 E Rosewood St
Tucson, AZ 85711-1636
(520) 748-9391
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Barbara Acker
907 W Juanita Ave
Mesa, AZ 85210-5940
(480) 491-3961
Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Sarah Simpson
2834 E Calle Glorietta
Tucson, AZ 85716-5214
(919) 805-4096
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jerome Roth
1912 S River Dr
Tempe, AZ 85281-6118
(480) 829-9295
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Wright Mier
9626 N 40th Pl
Phoenix, AZ 85028-5102
(602) 992-1589
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Alfredo Rubalcava
1917 E Broadway Rd
Tempe, AZ 85282-1727
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Realize that this may affect you directly in the future. If our grid becomes damaged, do you want people to be helpless against such troubles?

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Tryn Seley
9393 N 90th St
# 102-281
Scottsdale, AZ 85258-5040
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump  
1200 West Washington  
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Stewart Chapman  
116 E Helena Dr  
Phoenix, AZ 85022-1823  
(602) 692-3931
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Chynoweth
5714 N 11th St
Phoenix, AZ 85014-2223
(602) 285-1078
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Stover Nelson
2058 E Bishop Dr
Tempe, AZ 85282-2915
(480) 968-1027
Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

James Rusk
909 N 11th Ave
Tucson, AZ 85705-7627
(520) 622-1762
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Miles
4716 E Weaver Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85050-6858
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona’s leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Marissa Theisen
6818 N 14th Pl
Phoenix, AZ 85014-1128
(602) 840-4140
Jul 23, 2013

Mr. Bob Stump
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Mr. Stump,

I am concerned with recent proposals by Arizona Public Service to take away solar rights in Arizona, particularly with respect to net metering. As you know, net metering ensures that consumers receive reliable and fair compensation for the excess electricity they provide to the grid.

Arizona's leadership on solar energy is critical to the future of our environment and our economy. With net metering in place, more Arizonans than ever can harness this clean and virtually limitless resource. Current proposals by APS would only limit the ability for citizens to take control over their own energy choices.

I urge you to keep policies like net metering in place to allow for a bright solar future in Arizona.

Please accept these comments with reference to Docket E-01345A-13-0248.

Sincerely,

Jon Benda
4017 E 2nd St
Tucson, AZ 85711-1011
(520) 219-6738